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ABSTRACT:
ShareCare - Reducing food wastage is a web utility designed basically to be used in the meals delivery enterprise. This device will lessen the wastage of foods in inns and restaurants and would provide meals to the needy ones. This device is essentially for NGOs who should get unfasted meals and healthy meals for humans. It will permit brief and clean control of online menu which clients can browse and use to order meals with simply few clicks. The online step with ShareCare - Reducing meals wastage will provide comfort for the NGOs. This system will increase the takeaway of ingredients which might have wasted. The web application sets up menu online and the clients without problems locations the order with a simple click. Also, the food menu can easily be maintained and improve their meals delivery facts. This device allows the consumer to choose the desired quantity of meals they require, from the displayed menu. The user orders the meals by means of following steps. The details of the consumer is exclusive right here as it keeps a separate account for each user And the identification and the password are supplied for each customers. Therefore, it offers a secured ordering. The application might be available via internet from telephones, laptops, Tablets.
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INTRODUCTION:
In Exceptionally populated global locations like India, Food wastage is one in each of the most crucial issues. According to a take a look at, as a great deal as 40% of the meals produced in India is wasted each day. The wastage is even greater all through weddings, gala's and additionally in inns. Social and personal circle of relatives get collectively and capacities expel out lots food. Food wastage isn't always best a sign of yearning or contamination, but similarly of severe financial problems. Weddings, canteens, accommodations, social and personal own family capabilities, households spew out loads food. As we know in India, how on large scale marriages and birthday parties are held sometimes; and the greater massive the waste. No doubt weddings and banquets are a huge deliver of meals wastage, but eating locations and motels additionally make contributions to meals wastage, even though the attention round this has grown. Some eating places in India hire food controllers to check food spoilage, while others donate it to their employees and special personnel, and smaller standalone ingesting locations, donate it to orphanages. However, there's no straight forward way for dishing out such food to the needy that has reached to common place people. There are many NGOs which is probably strolling hard to make certain such meals reaches the terrible and needy people. But creating a connection between the NGOs and human beings is a difficult task.
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With ShareCare - Reducing meals Wastage, food is ordered on line and the purchaser does the takeaway via manner of way of him/herself. Customers does now not have to pay. So, the gadget designed in this project will permit customers move browsing and location order for their meals. Due to the first rate boom within the the recognition of net and the generation related to it, numerous opportunities are developing on the internet. In nowadays’s age of food ordering, Sharecare utility will assist to achieve out to folks who are going for walks in the the vicinity of humanity.

Once an order positioned within the utility that has been designed, it's miles placed into the database and then retrieved, on the admin give up. Within this software, quantity and meals call within the the order are displayed, at the side of their corresponding alternatives and transport info, in a concise and smooth to take a look at manner. This will reduce the mistake prevalence of the information within the utility. In this manner, an virtual utility is created through which human beings can provide meals topics consistent with their potential.

**Literature Review:-**

The studies paper “Food Donation Application: Food Share”, published in 2019, is an android software program through which humans can donate food to another human beings. Our proposed device includes four modules on this software: admin, purchaser and riding pressure/rider. This software program gives a portal for ingesting places to donate the leftover meals to company/ NGOs if you want to avoid food wastage. In this software there's a preference to reserve food from eating locations consistent along with your desired budget to donate the meals. The rider or the third party module gets notification from in which to pick out the order and drop the orders to destination.[4]

**Methodology:-**

The motivation to make this application changed into into to make reduction in meals wastage as lots as we can, and to feed the ones folks who do no longer have sufficient meals for one time or feed themselves. It’s one of the large problems and hard for them to look food every day and feed themselves as well as their families, and additionally its difficult for the donors to reach out to them.

To clear up this we develop an web software, which objectives to set up a hyperlink among restaurants and the NGOs or an business enterprise who works for these needy households and those to enable them the get entry to for food donation at once being related to every different through our application. This software is person friendly as well as have a very simple, smooth to recognize.

Our utility affords simple and informative way to attach those who've extra food and those who want the food. Our proposed solution ought to reduce meals wastage by using facilitating food sharing in nearby network the usage of internet technology. This work is an preliminary step closer to designing a higher gadget to lessen each day meals waste.
ShareCare - Reducing food Wastage System Modules

This module mainly encompass three actors:

1. **Admin Module** - First module is admin who can make modifications in application every time they sense to, can upload or delete a records approximately meals. Admin will make the account and manage both Customer and the Food donor.

2. **Food Doner** - In this module the user need to register or login, if already registered. After logging he/she will be able to get to fill food element shape which includes call, quantity and etc; And Submit.

3. **Customer Module** - The customer module will register themselves if they are no longer registered. After logging into the account consumer can view and pick out the meals items, amount and vicinity order and acquire there order.

Users can be NGOs or any company or a few random people also to place order and donate.

**Advantages:**

- You can donate food from domestic without problems
- Food waste may be reduced
- Easy to apply
- User friendly
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